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About This Content

The official Orbital Gear soundtrack composed by Johan Kalén is now available for purchase. With over 30 minutes of
adrenaline pumping tunes.

Full track list

 Orbital Gear - Ceratanium

 Orbital Gear - Endless Trails

 Orbital Gear - Galactic Frame

 Orbital Gear - Neutron Collapse

 Orbital Gear - Menu

 Orbital Gear - Console Tracker Chip
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 Orbital Gear - Nebular Ops

 Orbital Gear - Research Facility C-ID5

 Orbital Gear - Construct

The soundtrack is located in your Orbital Gear directory:
\SteamApps\common\Orbital Gear\Orbital Gear Soundtrack\

You can easily get to the directory by right clicking on Orbital Gear in your Steam Library and in Properties click "Browse
Local Content" in the "Local Files"-tab.
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orbital gear soundtrack

This game has a lot of potential. The environment is breathtaking and leaves you wanting to see more. The inventory system is
intuitive and also provides some hints as you grab items from various locations. Visually this game is great. The gameplay
mechanics still need a little work. For example, the combat seems a little choppy and needs a little refinement. I'm excited to see
what the developers have in store for the future.. Thank you for performing the one and only GE E-33!
The loco is perfectly modeled and aged outside. The cabview is awesome (4 cams) - very detailled and perfectly aged. There are
much more working levers and instruments - comparing with a modern computerized loco. This technical cab seems
authentically from the fifties - fantastic - but not so easy to handle.
When you want to drive the E-33, you really have to study the manual - it is even a nice reproduction of the original General
Electric E-33 Operating Manual!
Here I found the secrets, to move the loco: especially read the advices for the Control Switch (page 29) and the Automatic
Brake Valve (page 13,14).
The sounds seem authentic to me.
I'm very happy with this New Haven E-33!
I'm looking forward to more fallen flag liveries of the E-33: Virginian, N&W, Penn Central, Conrail.. game was okay....but the
micro economy thinking really sucks. How do I get the origianl demo back?! Great game, but I like the full version a lot less.
The demo was one of my favorite Vive games to show off to others. Watching them play it was fun and it was easy for them to
pick up. Now, with the full version, friends spend more time asking questions, trying to figure out the buying system and which
items they should choose. It's a bit too convoluted for me and I find that this buying system takes away from the action and
horror of it all. *sigh* Such is the case with most games today, I suppose. Does everything need a grind mechanic to simulate
progress now? There's something to be said for simplicity, especially in VR gaming, since one probably shouldn't spend hours at
a time in an HMD. Still, it remains one of the best VR games, but would be even better with a mode that removes the immersion-
breaking buying system. If you have the demo, keep that and don't get the full version unless they add an arcade mode.. Very
good and realistic World War I game despite having the tanks early expect heavy casualities like in real life as your infantry get
mowed down easily by machine guns and artillery like in real life and attacking fortified positions with infantry and cavalry can
be nightmare. A very challenging difficult game which is good and it actually feels like World War I one of the most underrated
best RTS games I've played seen glorious 90s to mid 2000s era of RTS games despite HOI and EU IV.. I gave up on this pretty
quickly, but you might not. If you like this sort of thing, it's very recommendable.

I liked the mellow synth music, it took me back to the 80s. The visuals are clear, and displaying numbers on the screen is a nice,
distinctive gimmick. The puzzles in the beginning of the game aren't very difficult to work out, which makes it a relaxing
experience.

BUT: You will need your platforming skills. I enjoy working out the relationship between this number and that number, and the
fact that different things behave differently according to what I'm doing when I run around the screen in different ways. I don't
enjoy realizing that the puzzle is only going to stay solved for about a quarter of a second, during which time I have to jump
from the platform that I control directly with my movement, to the platform that I can only influence (and which will smoothly
reset itself in a matter of moments).

So I don't recommend this game to people who are just like me. But if you're almost like me, with better reflexes and/or more
patience for that sort of thing, then I recommend it to you.. This is alot of fun. I played ping pong in my youth and this hit's it.

Thee BIGGEST problem is the initial launch of the ping pong ball. This DOES not have to be realistic at all!
Don't bother too much with setting the ball location with the trackpad, just place the ball in the center of the paddle.
If you want to let players move it anyway:
The math for moving the ball seems to be a bit wrong aswell. Since you're on UE4: You might use Set Relative Location from
the ball's parent and clamp it to the paddle radius and you basically use the same math as moving a character around with the
trackpad. Currently this is very very buggy.

Otherwise this is alot of fun and VERY polished for a early access title. Good work guys! :). Very noice.
Such tactics.
Not so p2w.. First let me get this out of the way: I've played this for probably an hour, despite what steam's weird gametime
tracking thing says. I've played it on a few different computers which is probably why it says I've played it for such a short time.
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Secondly: This is probably the second worst game I've gotten on Steam, the worst obviously being Air Control.

In Desert Gunner, you're a guy manning a turret. In the desert. That's literally it. The "multifacited levels" the game description
promises is really just one level where your convoy drives slowly in a straight line and you shoot at things.

Unlike some of the great turret shooters out there (Beachhead 2002, lookin' at you buddy), in this one you'll have NO clue
weather or not you're actually hitting anything. You fire and fire and fire and no visible damage or anything happens. Then
your'e dead. Start the level over again. But when you start the level over again you won't be able to tell because the whole level is
a straight line.

You can switch between guns with the WASD keys, not that the game tells you that. Also, when you start the game up, the three
green dots that are offscreen on the main menu are actually "options", "credits", and "exit" respectively. You simply won't be
able to read them because the game, on all three computers I've tested it on, the game insists on running on a non-native, non
supported resolution.

I've tried it on a 4:3 monitor where it started in 16:9, and a 16:9 where it started in 4:3. No idea why that is, but worth noting:
You won't be able to read half the main menu items.

If you're a gun-nut such as myself, you might be interested in reading the technical specs the game has on all the weaponry you'll
be using. You'll be significantly less interested when you find out that most of them are downright incorrect, and all of them are
wirtten in text with font so small that you can't read them.

All in all, don't waste your dollar. It's not even fun to laugh at like Air Control, it's just a mess. The developer put three seconds
of effort into this, so you should treat them similarly.
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Best way to kill time ever. Also, building a ship bigger than a planet and flying around blowing people's solar systems up is a
good way to start your day.. \ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f. It's nothing to write home about.

It's decent though!. DEAR. this game maker

are you crazy?

why patch super jump??

after patch .. if you play this game and finish.. i give you dragon 10 staff

reset jump .. and last place easy patch

so.. you don't do

I Find you. Despite i'm a casual player, i really loved this one: there's everything for who prefers a well-done storytelling, so
many choices that you could simplify the story... Or complicate, who knows? A well-organized survival mode and a good tool
crafting section complete the cold setting of the game! I suggest you this, because it's worth it!. Not bad, But you should maybe
pick it up on a sale, but otherwise, worth the 5 bucks.. Just like in the past, Cricket Captain continues to be the best Cricket
Simulation game available. Along with adding playable test nations Ireland and Afghanistan, there has also been a massive
statistical update (adding everybody who has ever played a test into the database) and a much better match engine in the limited
over formats. Once again it seems I will get well over a hundred hours out of this game. A must buy for Cricket tragics like
myself
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